
 

Project Priority Summary -   

Project Name 
Preferred Alignment 

(for the NEPA 
Document) 

Design Priority Why does this Project have this Design Priority? 

Empire Junction Interchange-Performance Specs for Future Alt  Future* This portion of the Greenway must be designed and constructed as an integrated part of the future Empire Junction Interchange. 

Empire Junction Interim Alternative ü  NA This is the existing condition and is included for connectivity of the Greenway in the NEPA document. 

Empire Spur – I-70 to the Treatment Plant ü  High This project is an important and needed connection with average costs, however, ROW acquisition is needed. This project will provide a connection to the existing treatment plant access road, 
providing a connection into the Town of Empire.  

Empire Spur – Connection to Downtown  High This project could create a loop within the Town of Empire, it provides a route only for pedestrians as the sidewalks in downtown Empire are not adequate for bicycles.  

Empire Spur -  Along Mountain Avenue ü  Medium This project completes the connection into the Town of Empire and would be easy to construct. Some ROW is needed.  

Empire Spur - Along the Creek  Future* This would provide a beautiful route and direct access to Minton Park, however all of the ROW is needed and a conceptual layout indicates at least 2 creek crossings are needed. This alignment has 
strong community support. Changes to this alignment should be studied to lessen the number of creek crossing needed. 

White Water Park ·  Medium Serves a major regional destination. There is no opposition, higher than average costs due to retaining walls. 

Lawson Alternative  ·  Low Due to high opposition this project is a very low priority.  An alternate route has been suggested. In the future, as improvements to I-70 and advances in highway technology are made, there could be 
an opportunity for relocation of the trail in this area. Future county planning efforts may yield other potential alignments 

Silver Lake Alternative ·  Low Due to high opposition this project is a very low priority.  An alternate route has been suggested. In the future, as improvements to I-70 and advances in highway technology are made, there could be 
an opportunity for relocation of the trail in this area. Future county planning efforts may yield other potential alignments 

Mountain Route Alternative   Future* Major ROW acquisition is needed and the project has higher than average costs due to bridges and potentially walls. This alternative would be a desired scenic spur to the Greenway and a desired 
alignment for connectivity.  

I-70 North Alternative   Eliminated** Overall, this alternative is unsafe due to the traffic and turning vehicles on Dumont Road. Portions of the trail are eliminated, however, the connection from the main Greenway across the creek to 
Downieville is a high priority and could become a part of the Animal Shelter project.  

Animal Shelter ·  High This project is easy to implement, has low costs and significantly improves connectivity. Further, there is an existing need to move the Greenway away from the animal shelter. (However, the bridge 
connection, across the creek to Downieville, associated with this project, has significant environmental impacts and design challenges, therefore, the bridge connection will be a future project).  

Dumont Trailhead ·  High This would have higher than average costs but provides a formalized river access point, community gathering place, and trailhead. Redesign, resigning or restriping of the intersection could address a 
community issue. The project has community support. Coordination with CDOT is required on this project. 

Dumont Interchange East ·  Medium This project provides access to both county and recreational destinations. This project has higher than average costs.  

Fairgrounds ·  Medium This project is easy to implement and has above average costs.  

Adventure Alterative   Eliminated*** This alternative uses CDOT ROW and the construction could compromise the I-70 fill slope. Further, maintenance of the trail would be problematic. Even though this project has been eliminated. The 
Colorado Adventure Center has expressed a desire to continue exploring other potential alignments through their property with the County. 

I-70 Canyon Area Alternative ·  Low This is a very tight area of the Greenway and this project has very high construction costs. Relocation of the road is required for the entire length of the project. Currently, the trail shares the road and 
given the low vehicle volume, the existing condition is workable.  

Stanley Mine ·  Low This is one of the tightest areas on the Greenway and requires significant design effort. Currently, the trail shares the road and given the low vehicle volume, the existing condition is workable. 

St. Mary’s Connection ·  High This project would be a great addition to the Greenway, providing a needed connection across I-70 and would address a local issue at the parking area. This project has higher than average costs. CDOT 
is working to acquire a capital improvement grant for this project.  

West Idaho Springs  ·  High This project can be built on public land and would connect Idaho Spring to the DLD area. This project has several funding sources and interest from various groups.  

North Idaho Springs Alignment ·  High The north routes is seen as highly visible announcements of the Clear Creek Greenway. This project would connect Idaho Spring to the trail improvements at the Veteran’s Memorial Tunnels. 

South Idaho Springs Alignment ·  Medium This alignment provides access to the ball park. An existing Veteran’s Memorial Tunnels’ agreement with CDOT includes this segment of Greenway.  

Storage Area - South ·  High This project extends the Greenway from the Hidden Valley and Veteran’s Memorial Tunnels area connecting to Idaho Springs, where other improvements have been completed. This project should be 
included as a part of the future CR314 Frontage Road improvements.  

Storage area – North   Future* This alignment would move the Greenway further from the road and closer to the creek in some areas, some ROW is required. This alignment change should be considered and designed as a part of 
the CR314 Frontage Road improvements.  

Frontage Road Phase 1 - Surface Replacement ·  High This project would resurface and widen to the Greenway standards. It is an important to resurface this existing segment because of the visibility of this section and the standard for a concrete surface. 

Hidden Valley Interchange – South Alignment ·  High While this is a very important connection to complete, there are adjacent homeowner issues that could have a negative impact on the project. Coordination with CDOT is required on this project. 

Hidden Valley Interchange – North Alignment  Future* This alignment would be a desired addition to the Greenway and would provide a loop. However, it has high ROW and construction costs. Coordination with CDOT is required on this project. A concept 
design has been completed by Clear Creek Open Space.  

Clear Creek Greenway Authority Projects  High Two efforts are included in this project. First, the Safety, Aesthetic, and Way Finding Project which will identify the locations for minimal widening, signal modifications, pavement improvements, and 
signing and striping that would improve safety for the trail. The second project is the Maintenance Plan, with the associated agreements, which is needed to secure certain grants. 

*Future – A project that is desired and at this time has many issues that need resolution before it could move forward to 
construction. 
**Eliminated – Based on the criteria established for this effort, the project was eliminated. Changes to existing land use, redesign of a 
road, or other existing conditions could make this project or alignment a viable alternative.  
*** Eliminated – This exact alignment is eliminated, however conversations with the land owner will continue in an effort to find an 
acceptable alignment that moves the trail further from the road. 
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